Upskill with Azure certifications

Advance your career, earn recognition, and validate your technical knowledge and ability in current and future industry job-roles with Microsoft Azure certifications.

Growing your skills with Azure can help you turn ideas into solutions with more than 200 services to build, deploy, and manage applications—in the cloud, on-premises, and at the edge—using the tools and frameworks of your choice. Visit the certifications page to get started.

Azure Administrator Associate
Azure Administrators implement, manage, and monitor an organization’s Microsoft Azure environment.

Azure Security Engineer Associate
Azure Security Engineers implement security controls and threat protection, manage identity and access, and protect data, applications, and networks in cloud and hybrid environments as part of end-to-end infrastructure.

Azure for SAP Workloads Specialty
Architects or engineers for Azure for SAP Workloads have extensive experience and knowledge of the SAP system landscape and industry standards that are specific to the long-term operation of an SAP solution on Microsoft Azure.

Azure Stack Hub Operator Associate
Azure Stack Hub operators provide cloud services to their end users or customers from within their own datacenter using Azure Stack Hub.

Azure Data Scientist Associate
Azure Data Scientists implement and run machine learning workloads on Microsoft Azure Machine Learning.

Azure Data Engineer Associate
Azure Data Engineers design and implement the management, monitoring, security, and privacy of data solutions using the full stack of Microsoft Azure data services.

Azure Database Administrator Associate
Azure Database Administrators implement and manage cloud and on-premises relational databases built on top of Microsoft SQL Server and Azure data services.

Data Analyst Associate
Data Analysts help businesses to maximize the value of their data assets using Microsoft Power BI.

DevOps Engineer Expert
DevOps Engineers work with people, processes, and technologies to continuously deliver business value.

Azure Developer Associate
Azure Developers design, build, test, and maintain cloud applications and services.

Azure IoT Developer Specialty
Azure IoT Developers develop cloud and edge components of an Azure IoT solution.

Azure Fundamentals
Azure Fundamentals validates foundational knowledge of cloud services and how those services are provided with Microsoft Azure.

Azure Solutions Architect Expert
Azure Solutions Architects design and implement solutions that run on Microsoft Azure, including aspects like compute, network, storage, and security.

Azure AI Engineer Associate
Azure AI Engineers use cognitive services, machine learning, and knowledge mining to architect and implement Microsoft AI solutions involving natural language processing, speech, computer vision, and conversational AI.

Azure AI Fundamentals
Azure AI Fundamentals validates foundational knowledge of machine learning and artificial intelligence concepts and related Microsoft Azure services.

Azure Data Fundamentals
Azure Data Fundamentals validates foundational knowledge of core data concepts and how they are implemented using Microsoft Azure data services.
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